
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gavin Sayer <Gavin.Sayer@communities.gsi.gov.uk> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 4:44 PM 

Louise Upton <Louise.Upton@communities.gsi.gov.uk>; Brian Martin 
<B~ian.Mar[in@communities.gsi.gov.uk> 

Bl~an Lea <Bl~an.Lea@communities.gsi.gov.uk>; Andy Stapleton 
<Andy.Stapleton@communifies.gsi.gov.uk>; Paul Downie 
<PauI.Downie@communities.gsi.gov.uk>; Heidi Jones 
<Heidi.Jones@communities.gsi.gov.uk>; Audrey Newton 
<Audrey.Newton@communities.gsi.gov.uk>; IRSHELP <ilshelp@communities.gsi.gov.uk> 

RE: Ministerial Submission: Lakanal House Fire Rule 43 Letter - Housing 

Though we’ve no reason to doubt the effectiveness of compartmentation, the I RS data doesn’t go definitive on 
compartmentation unfortunately for two reasons: 
i) the specific compar[mentation question, the very high level of filling in not applicable suggests the concept 
appears to be insufficiently understood by fire crews, so needs to be make clearer in new IRS from 2014 by putting 
the guidance right next to the question in the input screen. 
ii) the spread of fire question doesn’t distinguish between (a) spread within fiat, and (b) spread beyond fiat of origin. 

I think that the compar[mentation question was meant to do this. But I have proposed that the spread question be 
improved further. 
I am copying IRS team colleagues to follow up on the implementation of this change. 

And here are some fur[her stats,this time covering a subset of all fiats as follows: i) purpose-built only, and ii) 
purpose-built & 6+ storeys fiats 

For all purpose-built fiats, similar proportions: 

.... among fires in flats attended by FRAs (2009-2012) .... 
where there was no sprinkler present, in 91% damage was resbicted to the room of origin, 
whereas, where there was sprinkler system present, for 95% damage was restricted to the room of origin. 

And for purpose-built fiats, again similar propor[ions 

.... among fires in flats attended by FRAs (2009-2012) .... 
where there was no sprinkler present, in 93% damage was resbicted to the room of origin, 
whereas, where there was sprinkler system present, for 96% damage was restricted to the room of origin. 

Gavin 

Thanks Gavin, 

the Coroner’s recommendations apply to high rise blocks of fiats (which we define as 6 or more storeys, 18m). 
Given Building Regs require new blocks over 30m to be filled with sprinklers Brian might have some data we could 

use. 

This data shows sprinklers only marginally improve the spread of fire damage, and that fire compar[mentation holds 
up pretty well (including in conversions). 

L 

Louise Upton 
Head of the Fire Safety Policy Team 
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Fire Resilience and Emergencies Directorate 
Depar[ment for Communities and Local Government 
Zone 3/B6, Eland House, Bressenden Place, Victoria, 
SW1E 5DU 

Iouise.upton@communities.gsi.gov.uk 

Louise, Brian, 

The point of interest from the data is that among fires in fiats a[lended by FRAs (2009-2012) .... 
where there was no sprinkler present, in 90% damage was restricted to the room of origin, 
whereas, where there was sprinkler system present, for 96% damage was restricted to the room of origin. 

Popping out for late lunch break now. Can do more later if you have thoughts on if you want more... (separate for 
purpose-built or high-rise perhaps. This was all flats including conversions) 

Gavin 

To see the question Mark Prisk has asked on this - not really sure what he’s looking for on : 

understanding the rate and.frequency o.f.fires where sprinklers have not been installed will be crucial to know 

but we can probably provide something helpful? 

Louise Upton 
Head of the Fire Safety Policy Team 
Fire Resilience and Emergencies Directorate 
Depar[ment for Communities and Local Government 
Zone 3/B6, Eland House, Bressenden Place, Victoria, 
SW1E 5DU 

Iouise.upton@communities.gsi.gov.uk 

From: PSMarkPrisk 
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HiBryan, 

Thank you for sending up this submission which the Minister was grateful for. 

He agreed with the recommendations but we said that we will need to have a very robust public case on not retro 

fitting sprinklers. Please ensure that we have lines cleared with the Minister ready. 

He noted that understanding the rate and frequency of fires where sprinklers have not been instal led will be 

crucial to know. 

Many thanks, 

Laura 

Summary 

1. On 28 March the Coroner investigating the July 2009 fire at Lakanal House in Southwark 
issued a ~’Rule 43&�TM letter, making recommendations to the Secretary of State. 

The Coroner recommended that DCLG should encourage providers of housing in high-rise 
residential buildings containing multiple domestic premises to consider the retro-fitting of 
sprinkler systems. In addition, the Coroner~�TMs letter recommended that Government 
should provide further guidance on the definition of &~’common parts&�TM in buildings 
containing multiple domestic properties. 

This submission seeks your views as Housing Minister on how we should respond to the 
Coroner. Separate advice has been provided to Brandon Lewis and Don Foster in respect of 
recommendations relating to fire safety and building regulations. In the light of Ministers~�TM 
views, we will provide a co-ordinated draft response for the Secretary of State to send. 

Bryan Lea 

Housing Revenue Account Policy 
Affordable Housing Management & Standards Division 
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